
also again to utrecht for wies' birthday and beside just keeping in and around our

trips with the family to helmond checking a metal supplier and then to gouda but 

moment of sun and stillness and the also exploring many small places taking short 

13194: "filming on my way by bike to utrecht the beautiful dutch landscape in a 

experiments"

traffic   walking   on   the   industrial   side   of   town   to   get   materials   for   my 

towards utrecht and back both by car and by bike but also in our town experiencing 

breathing some cement while mixing it and experiencing quite some traffic heading 

breathing  clean  air  but  at  times  experimenting  with  the  patterns  of  my  tebah 

15127:  "a  month  with  quite  some  bad  weather  spending  quite  some  time  at  home 

reflections as well as reflecting on my situation of an outcast"

whenever   feeling   like   someone   could   hear   me   but   nonetheless   making   general 

quite ashamed to speak out loud sort of minimizing my voice as well as stuttering 

09113:  "recording   regularly   my   thoughts   taking   mostly   small   walks   and   feeling 

walks up on the dikes feeling subtle changes"

very little wind and some day with some wind but never in excess and mostly taking 

18138: "with the autumn season settled in the netherlands experiencing days of 

usual round dot into also some dynamic shape"

quite a dynamic but unable to make a good colour balance and distorting now the 

resuming it in the same fashion as before with the pencil drawing as a basegiving 

aside and only getting back to it with myrthe going to hannele with the kids and 

07190: "working hard prototyping the textures for my tebah and leaving painting 

den bosch always having to keep an eye on livia"

holland especially in the few days of sun and also exploring utrecht as well as 

silvester  and  taking  several  small  walks  and  visiting  small  towns  all  around 

13193:   "films   shot   while   in   the   netherlands   with   now   myrthe   home   with   baby 

the rest of the world"

and many in africa with some terror related attacks and few natural calamities in 

small casualties occurring around the world with several occurring in bangladesh 

12182: "checking the news regularly and conducting in dept search to find several 

coast and noticing many a cloud also while walking in dublin"

rather  fast  having  days  off  to  explore  the  landscape  going  for  walks  along  the 

17107: "observing clouds while in ireland exhibiting my work and setting it up 

the world"

meeting interesting people such as a chess champion and younger folk from around 

staying first at a young family of chileans and later in a youth hostel downtown 

rented  out  my  apartment  there  and  having  to  teach  in  the  middle  of  the  winter 

10138:  "folk   met   while   living   in   different   places   in   stockholm   after   having 



them as in fact being thoughts popping up in my brain"

nonetheless recording my thoughts not alway finding them quite sharp but recording 

and even now also going out in the evening with baby silvester at times crying but 

to be heard walking alone in the town neighborhoods and sort of eating my words 

09114: "recording rather fluently my thoughts despite several times being afraid 

unable to do so much more"

particularly  carrying  silvester  in  the  carrier  bag  and  just  walking  with  him 

trips   with   small   excursions   often   resulting   in   very   little   objects   used 

places around the netherlands to get material to experiment and combining these 

prototypes  with  new  tools  and  also  traveling  with  the  whole  family  to  several 

and  thinking   a   lot   about   how   to  create   the   tags  of   my  tebah  making   several 

having not so much extra time to take care of my project beside updating regularly 

01191:  "a  month  fully  spent  in  the  netherlands  taking  care  of  my  children  and 

of myrthe's nephews"

also many songs heard repetitively from a toy piano forgotten at our place by one 

songs heard driving the car around reaching nearby places in the netherlands but 

hearing songs during a day with a lot pianists playing in our dutch village and 

03129:  "songs  heard  with  livia  watching  a  lot  of  an  italian  cartoon  and  also 

an extra yellow surface and a central silver surface"

now using a new brush with a bit of a rounded tip keeping a imperfect circle with 

background making a very energetic scribble and then setting the different colours 

mostly   with   the   family   asleep   and   after   drawing   yet   still   using   the   pencil 

07191:  "painting   executed   in   the   little   moments   at   my   disposal   in   the   attic 

apartment of a nice american lesbian woman"

uncle living in the dutch countryside and back in sweden renting a room from the 

in  stockholm  while  teaching  there  and  also  meeting  the  wife  of  my  girlfriend's 

august in uppsala and later other young folk met living in different youth hostels 

10139: "saudi arabian girls met in the flat where i was renting a room to be with 

erratic weather"

deadly protests around the world but also many casualties cause by an increasingly 

12183:  "reading  the  news  regularly  in  the  netherlands  and  noticing  a  surge  of 

becoming eventually sadomasocistic"

highlighting here the preaching manipulation of the oyster to preserve his status 

imagining a beach like that of a sardinian island we visited in the summer and 

her  to  fall  asleep  and  using  my  phone  light  to  see  and  now  basing  the  fable 

08114: "fable written now laying on camping mattress in livia's room waiting for 

town of culemborg"


